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Laser cell ablationThe functionof anorgan relieson its form,which in turndependson the individual shapesof the cells that create it
and the interactions between them. Despite remarkable progress in the ﬁeld of developmental biology, how cells
collaborate to make a tissue remains an unsolved mystery. To investigate themechanisms that determine organ
structure, we are studying the cells that form the dorsal appendages (DAs) of the Drosophila melanogaster
eggshell. These cells consist of two differentially patterned subtypes: roof cells, which form the outward-facing
roof of the lumen, andﬂoor cells,whichdive underneath the roof cells to seal off theﬂoorof the tube. In this paper,
we present three lines of evidence that reveal a further stratiﬁcation of the DA-forming epithelium. Laser ablation
of only a few cells in the anterior of the region causes a disproportionately severe shortening of the appendage.
Genetic alteration through the twin peaks allele of tramtrack69 (ttktwk), a female-sterile mutation that leads to
severely shortened DAs, causes no such shortening when removed from a majority of the DA-forming cells, but
rather, produces short appendages onlywhen removed from cells in the very anterior of the tube-forming tissue.
Additionally we show that heterotrimeric G-protein function is required for DA morphogenesis. Like TTK69,
Gβ13F is not required in all DA-forming follicle cells but only in the ﬂoor and leading roof cells. The different
phenotypes that result from removal of Gβ13F from each region demonstrate a striking division of function
between different DA-forming cells. Gβmutantﬂoor cells are unable to control thewidth of the appendagewhile
Gβmutant leading roof cells fail to direct the elongation of the appendage and the convergent-extension of the
roof-cell population.ces, University of Washington,
).
ty of California, San Francisco,
ll rights reserved.© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Much of the study of developmental biology has focused on
understanding the mechanisms by which cells become selected to
perform various roles in the formation of structures (Lewis, 2008;
Nelson, 2009). Classically, this patterning involves changes in gene
expression that often presage further changes in form and behavior. For
example, during oogenesis inDrosophila, a uniformepitheliumof follicle
cells surrounds a cluster of 16 germline-derived cells composed of 15
nurse cells and one oocyte. By stage 10 (S10, of 14 stages) signaling
between these cell types has established a polarized microtubule
networkwithin the oocyte and has also deﬁned distinct domainswithin
the follicular epithelium (Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Roth and Lynch,
2009; Yakoby et al., 2008a,b). Midway through S10 (at the onset ofS10B), the follicle cells over the oocyte appear indistinguishable from
each other at a morphological level, but have already become patterned
into subregions destined for different functions. Most cells will secrete
the main body of the eggshell while others will synthesize specialized
structures involved in fertilization, gas exchange, or hatching.
We have investigated the link between the patterning and
morphogenesis (Boyle and Berg, 2009; Dorman et al. 2004; James
and Berg, 2003; James et al., 2002;Ward and Berg, 2005) of the follicle
cells that make the dorsal appendages (DAs), protrusions of chorion
that aid in making oxygen accessible to the embryo. A brief timeline of
the events involved in creating these DAs is presented in Fig. 1A. Once
the cells destined to participate in DA formation have been
determined—a process that culminates in S10B—these cells rearrange
to form a tube during S11 and elongate that tube through S12 and S13,
reaching the ﬁnal product at S14. Notably, mitosis in follicle cells stops
during S6, so this morphogenesis is achieved solely through cell shape
change and movement. This cessation of cell division also places an
upper limit on the time at which the genetic mosaics discussed in this
paper were generated; thus, the expression of the gene removed will
have ceased at least 13 h before the initiation of tube formation
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tramtracktwk (ttktwk) allele, in which a P element inserted into an
upstream promoter disrupts expression only late in oogenesis. Since
one of the proximal promoters (1b) is still functional early in
oogenesis, TTK69 expression persists until S10B, making the ttktwk
allele useful in avoiding earlier tramtrack requirements (Boyle and
Berg, 2009; French et al., 2003).
The patterning of the DA-forming cells starts with signaling by the
EGF and DPP pathways (Neuman-Silberberg and Schüpbach, 1993;
Twombly et al., 1996), which leads to changes in the level at which
follicle cells express the transcription factor Broad (BR) (Chen and
Schüpbach, 2006; Deng and Bownes, 1997; Tzolovsky et al., 1999;
Ward and Berg, 2005; Yakoby et al., 2008b; Zartman et al., 2009). BR is
initially expressed at a uniform, low level throughout the epithelium,
but at S10B the cells destined to form the roof of the DA lumen express
elevated BR (Fig. 1B, blue). The single row of cells destined to dive
underneath the roof to seal off the ﬂoor of the lumen (Fig. 1B, red)—as
well as adjacent cells that contribute to the anterior face of theeggshell—cease expressing BR altogether. Collectively the roof and
ﬂoor cells form the DA primordium.
While we have discovered much about the mechanisms by which
these cell types are patterned, we know comparatively little about their
relative functions in the process of DA morphogenesis. What forces do
the roof and ﬂoor cells generate? Does anterior migration of the ﬂoor
cells pull the roof cells forward or vice versa?Does convergent extension
of the roof cells pull theﬂoor, therebydetermining thewidth of the tube,
or does the inward migration of the ﬂoor drive convergent extension in
the roof cells?Beyondeven the roof vs.ﬂoor distinction, cells in different
regions of the DA-forming epithelium must perform distinct tasks. For
instance, among the roof cells lining the anterior of the primordium, the
cells on the lateral side must swing toward the posterior in a hinge-
closing movement while those at the hinge point (Fig. 1B, arrowhead)
mustmigrate anteriorly over the squamous follicle cells that lie over the
nurse cells (the stretch cells) in order to elongate the tube. If wewere to
remove or immobilize cells from these different locations, how would
the rest of the structure react? We consider two primary hypotheses.
First, the remaining cells may re-organize to take over the role of the
missing cells no matter which cells are affected. Second, genetically
altering or laser ablating cells at certain positions may cause the
unrecoverable failure of a subset of the movements required for proper
DA formation. Due to their obvious patterning differences, we predicted
that roof cells would not be able to assume the role of the affected ﬂoor
cells.We also considered the possibility that the roof and ﬂoor consisted
of additional subregions, and we asked exactly which subset of
behaviors would be impactedwhen disrupting cells at various positions
within the DA primordium.
In this paper we address these questions using laser cell ablation
and genetic mosaics. We ﬁnd that we can split the DA primordium not
only into the two known regions (roof and ﬂoor) but that the roof
population itself consists of two regions, which we refer to as the
“leading roof”, those roof cells adjacent to the ﬂoor cells (Fig. 1B,
region 2), and the “trailing roof”, the remainder of the roof-cell
population (Fig. 1B, region 3). Of particular interest is the area
surrounding the hinge point (Fig. 1B, arrow), as these cells lead the
anteriormigration.We show that ablation of a few cells near the hinge
causes disproportionate defects in DA elongation, while ablation of
cells in the posterior of the DA primordium causes only very minor
elongation defects. Further, we generate mosaics of ttktwk, a mutation
in an upstream regulatory region that affects expression of the
transcription factor TTK69 during S10B and later, and which causes a
severe DA elongation defect (French et al., 2003). We show that ttktwkFig. 1. An overview of dorsal-appendage morphogenesis and preliminary evidence o
subdivisionwithin the roof-cell region. (A) A timeline of DAmorphogenesis.Mosaics are
generated at S6 or earlier, before entry into the endocycle, and well before the DA
primordium is patterned at S10. In the case of ttktwk, however, due to the selective nature
of the allele, TTK69 expression does not cease until S10B, delaying the onset of defects
We performed laser ablations at S10B or early S11. By S12 the DA tube has formed and i
elongates during S12, completing elongation in early S13. (B) Subregions of the DA-
forming epithelium before (S10) and after (S14) DA tube formation and elongation. The
roof cells (blue; regions 2 and 3) express high levels of the transcription factor Broad
(BR) and form the roof of the DA lumen. The gray region in the cut-away in the right hal
of the panel deﬁnes the apical surfaces of the roof cells. The ﬂoor cells (red; region 1)
dive beneath the roof to seal off the ﬂoor of the tube. Floor cells eventually contact the
stretch cells (green) overlying the nurse cells (purple). We further divide the roof cells
conceptually into two regions: the “leading roof” (region 2), those roof cells that contac
the ﬂoor cells and span the “hinge” (black arrowhead), and the “trailing roof” (region 3)
which consists of the rest of the roof-cell population. As the DA tube forms and
elongates, the hinge closes in a convergent-extension movement and the cells at the
corner of the hinge (black arrowhead) lead the anterior migration. Schematicsmodiﬁed
with permission from Dorman et al., 2004. (C-F) FOS expression in relation to the ﬂoor
cells in a S11 egg chamber; dorsal view, anterior at the top left. (C) Optical projection
shows rho-lacZ-expressing ﬂoor cells. (D) FOS is expressed in stretch cells, ﬂoor cells
and the ﬁrst row of roof cells. (E,F) Samples are stained for FOS (green), rho-lacZ (red)
and F-actin (phalloidin, blue). In ascending optical sections, both anterior (E) and
medial (F) rows of rho-lacZ ﬂoor cells express high levels of FOS (arrows). FOS is
expressed in a gradientwithin the columnar FCs,with highest levels in theﬂoor cells and
decreasing levels in the roof cells (bracket in F).f
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forming cells, but only when clones occur in the anterior of the
structure. Finally we demonstrate for the ﬁrst time a role for
heterotrimeric G-protein signaling in DA morphogenesis and show
that Gβ13F is required for distinct behaviors in the ﬂoor and the
leading roof, yet is dispensable from the remainder of the follicle cells.
Methods
Drosophila strains
Alleles and transgenic expression constructs used in this paper are
described in Flybase (http://ﬂybase.bio.indiana.edu) and summarized
as follows: ttktwk (French et al., 2003), ttkex14b (French et al., 2003 and
thiswork),Gγ1k08017 (Török et al., 1993),UAS-Gαi (Schaefer et al., 2001),
UAS-GFP.S65T,GαiP8 (Yuet al., 2003),Gβ13FΔ1–96A (Schaefer et al., 2001),
Rho(ve)-lacZ.2.2 (Ip et al., 1992; hereafter called rho-lacZ. This construct
is called rho-lacZR1.1 in Dorman et al., 2004), CY2-GAL4 (Queenan et al.,
1997),br-GAL4 (Zartmanet al. 2008) andUAS-Moe.GFP: GFP fused to the
actin binding domain of moesin (Bloor and Kiehart, 2001).
Strains used to generate clones
We recombined ttktwk on to FRT82B (Xu and Rubin, 1993), Gγ1k08017
on to FRT42D (Xu and Rubin, 1993), and Gβ13FΔ1–96A on to FRT19A (Xu
andRubin, 1993).MosaicsweregeneratedusinghsFLP; FRT42Dπ-myc (Xu
and Rubin, 1993), hsFLP UAS-GFP.nls tub-GAL4; tub-GAL4 UAS-GFP/
MKRS (Ward et al., 2006), and hsFLP UAS-GFP.nls tub-GAL4/FM7; + ;
FRT82B tub-GAL80/TM6B (a gift of Bruce Edgar).
Egg chamber culture and laser ablation
We cultured egg chambers as described previously (Dorman et al.,
2004). Brieﬂy, we dissected ovaries from young females that had been
fattened on wet yeast overnight. Isolated S10B egg chambers were
transferred in 10 μl Schneider's tissue culture medium onto a cover
slip, which was then mounted onto a teﬂon membrane afﬁxed to an
aluminum culture slide. See http://berglab.gs.washington.edu/tmp/
gifs/CultureProtocol2006.pdf for more details.
For the ﬁrst set of experiments, we used ﬂies of genotype w* UAS-
GFP.moe/w*; CY2-GAL4/+.To analyze cell shapes immediately
preceding and following laser ablation, we used a BioRad 600 laser
scanning confocal microscope. We collected Z-series, each slice 2 μm
apart, beginning with the surface of the egg chamber and descending
to a depth of 16 μm, Kalman averaging 6–8 times per slice. During egg
chamber maturation, we collected Z-series at various intervals,
usually between 15 and 30 min.
To ablate cells, we employedUV light directed at speciﬁc follicle cells
using a system described for wound healing in the ﬂy embryo (Kiehart
et al., 2000). Brieﬂy, an N2 laser (model VSL-337ND; Laser Science, Inc.)
that produced 3-ns pulses (300 µJ at the source) of 337.1 nm UV light
was connected via a diaphragm into the epi-illuminator port of a Zeiss
Axioscope microscope. A UV-reﬂecting, dichroic mirror (model
400DCLP; Chroma Technology Corp.) mounted in the Zeiss ﬁlter set
slider directed the beam down through the objective and onto the
specimen in such a way that the plane of focus was identical to that of
the 488-nm imaging laser used by the BioRad confocalmicroscope. Both
the intensity and duration of the UV pulse was adjusted such that
speciﬁc cells were clearly bleached during the laser kill and these cells
rounded up and condensed during the subsequent culture period.
Neighboring cells continued to develop normally.
In a second set of experiments, we used an additional GAL4 driver to
accentuate the expression of GFP:moesin in the roof cells; the genotype
was w* UAS-GFP.moe/w*; GAL4-CY2/+; br-GAL4/+. For these
experiments we introduced a tripled Nd:YAG laser (Minilite II,
Continuum) that produced 3-5 ns pulses of 355 nm UV light (4 mJ at
the source) through a light train described in (Kiehart et al., 2006) to theepi-illumination port of a Zeiss AxioImager M2.m microscope from
which all Zeiss lenses in the epi-train were removed. Images were
collected with a Yokogawa spinning disk confocal head and a
Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera. Hardware was controlled by and time
lapsed imageswere collectedMicro-Manager software (Stuurman et al.
2007).We collected 10 Z-series 1.5 μmapart every 30 s, pausing during
data acquisition to ablate speciﬁc cells with the 355 nm pulsed laser.
Three hours later we re-imaged the samples, obtaining sufﬁcient depth
to score development of both the ablated DA tube and the unablated
control.
Genetic screen
We screened 475 second-chromosome P-element lethal mutations
(Spradling et al., 1999; Török et al., 1993) for suppression of the twk
dorsal-appendage phenotype. As ttktwk has a near 100% penetrance and
expressivity (making the phenotype difﬁcult to modify), we sensitized
the system by using an excision allele of the ttktwk P element, ttkex14b
(French et al., 2003). This allele deletes a large internal portion of the
transposon, leaving a 1 kb fragment behind. ttkex14b resembles ttktwk in
that it produces no other phenotypes earlier in oogenesis, but rather,
results in a still strongyetmore variableDAphenotype. Further, to avoid
the possibility of background mutations, we used a transheterozygote
with ttk1e11, a deletion of the TTTK69 zinc-ﬁnger domain that was
generated by excision of a different P element (ttk1) (Xiong andMontell
1993).
For each P-element line tested in the screen, we compared at least
100 eggs laid byw; P[w+]/+; e ttkex14b/e ttk1e11 females in a blind test
with eggs laid by w; ttkex14b/e ttk1e11 sibling females as controls. We
deﬁned suppressors as those lines that generated eggs with
appendages extending beyond the end of the egg at a frequency at
least three times that observed in sibling controls (frequencyN two
standard deviations above the mean of 1.3%).
Mosaic and over-expression analyses
We performed mosaic analysis using the FLP/FRT method
(Chou and Perrimon, 1992; Xu and Rubin, 1993). Negatively marked
clones of Gγ1k08017 were generated by heat shocking females of the
genotype hsFLP/+; FRT42D Gγ1k08017/FRT42D π-myc at 37 °C for 1 h
and then dissecting ovaries after 7 days. Positively marked clones
were generated using the MARCM method (Lee and Luo, 2001).
ttktwk and Gβ13FΔ1–96A clones were generated by heat shocking
females of the genotypes hsFLP UAS-GFP.nls tub-GAL4/+;+ ; FRT82B
tub-GAL80/FRT82B ttktwk and hsFLP tub-GAL80 FRT19A/Gβ13FΔ1–96A
FRT19A; + ; tub-GAL4 UAS-GFP/+ respectively for 1 h and dissecting
ovaries after 2–6 days.
We over-expressed UAS-Gαi under the control of the strong follicle
cell driver, CY2-GAL4, using UAS-GFP as a control. We dissected and
ﬁxed the ovaries as described below, mounted them in 80% (volume/
volume) glycerol, and visualized them by DIC microscopy. Blinding
ourselves to which slides contained egg chambers from which back-
grounds, we scored by eye every late S13 (little nurse-cell material left)
and S14 (no nurse-cell material left) egg chamber on two slides from
each background, assayingwhether any DAs deviated from the norm in
length or shape. We measured the length of the DAs on the ﬁrst 20 egg
chambers from each slide (40 total per background) by hand ﬁtting at
most two line segments along the length of the DA to account for the
bend at the paddle, and taking their sum. When both DAs were visible
we took the average of the two lengths as the DA length for that egg
chamber.
Immunostaining
Drosophila ovaries were dissected and stained as described (Ward
and Berg, 2005). Antibodies used in this study were: rabbit anti-β-
71M.J. Boyle et al. / Developmental Biology 346 (2010) 68–79galactosidase (1:3000, Cappel), mouse anti-BR-core (1:500, 25E9.D7
concentrate, Developmental StudiesHybridomaBank [DSHB], IowaCity,
IA) (Emery et al., 1994), mouse anti-alpha-spectrin (1:50, 3A9-
concentrate, DSHB, Iowa City, IA) (Dubreuil et al., 1987), rabbit anti-
Gαi (1:100) (Schaefer et al., 2001), rat anti-FOS (1:200) (Riese et al.
1997), rat anti-DE-cadherin (1:50, DCAD2) (Oda et al., 1994), mouse
anti-GFP (1:200, Molecular Probes/Invitrogen, Eugene, OR), rabbit anti-
GFP (1:200, Molecular Probes/Invitrogen), and mouse anti-c-myc
(1:50, Oncogene Research Products, San Diego, CA). Secondary
detection was by goat anti-mouse, rabbit, and rat Alexaﬂuor 488, 555,
568, and 647 conjugated antibodies (1:200, Molecular Probes/Invitro-
gen). Egg chambers were imaged using Leica SL and BioRad MRC 600
laser scanning confocal microscopes. Images were processed using
Adobe Photoshop CS3 and ImageJ (NIH).
Results
Laser ablation of a small number of anterior DA-forming cells causes
dramatic DA defects
What are the motive forces that make and shape the DA tubes?
Two subpopulations of cells, roof and ﬂoor, undergo distinct shape
changes and rearrangements during tube formation and elongationFig. 2. Ablation of cells in the anterior of the DA-forming region blocks DA elongation (A–L).
primordium (green solid-arrowheads). The egg chambers pictured in A–D and E–H have 3
arrowheads in A and E). The egg chamber pictured in I–J contains a large patch of ~8–11 abl
patch of ~11 ablated cells in the last two rows (most posterolateral) of roof cells. Anterior is t
dorsal midline. A, E, I, and K show S10B egg chambers just after ablation. Ablated cells exhi
allowed to develop and imaged again at various time points. After 120 min, the egg chamber
matured to S13 (F–H). After 180 min, the egg chambers shown in I and K havematured to S12
tubes. C and G are confocal sections showing the blocked migration of the affected append
lumen of the native (untreated) DA tube (white arrowheads). J is a confocal section showin
the migration of the native one (white arrowhead). L is a confocal section showing the elon
includes the hinge region (green arrowheads; A–J) the affected appendage fails to elongate (
in the posterior (region 3), the appendage elongates (white arrowhead; K–L). Scale bars ar(Fig. 1B) (Dorman et al., 2004). Interestingly, cells on the anterior and
lateral edges of each primordium behave differently than those close
to the dorsal midline. Those on the ventral side swing toward the
midline as the hinge closes. The cells at the hinge point itself (Fig. 1B;
arrowhead) eventually reside at the forefront of the tube and lead the
DA-forming cells during tube elongation. Do these cells have special
properties that distinguish them from their neighbors? Or is function
spread evenly across all DA-forming cells, making these hinge-point
cells nomore important than other cells? Furthermore, the expression
pattern of one other transcription factor, FOS (encoded by kayak),
suggests that other subpopulations may exist within the primordium.
While the roof, marked by BR expression, and ﬂoor, marked by rho-
lacZ (Fig. 1C), represent the main subdivision in the DA primordium,
FOS protein (Fig. 1D) is expressed in the ﬂoor cells (Fig. 1E, arrows)
and the ﬁrst row of roof cells, with expression fading back from the
edge (Fig. 1F, bracket).
As a ﬁrst step in investigating the differential function of cells at
different positions in the DAprimordium,we selectively laser ablated
cells near the hinge point at S10B. We cultured egg chambers
expressing GFP–moesin (to enable tracking of cell outlines) and
ablated 3–5 cells from one of the two DA-forming primordia with a
UV laser. We then allowed the egg chamber to mature in culture and
imaged the follicle cells on both the ablated and the untreated sides. IfFour cultured egg chambers (A–D, E–H, I–J, and K–L) with laser-ablated cells in the DA
–5 ablated cells in the vicinity of the hinge point of the DA primordium (green solid-
ated cells including the hinge region. The egg chamber pictured in K–L contains a large
o the left and dotted white lines in A, E, I, and K indicate the approximate position of the
bit reduced GFP–moesin due to photobleaching. After ablation the egg chambers were
shown in A has matured to S12 (B–D). After 210 min, the egg chamber shown in E has
(J,K). E and F are confocal projections revealing both the ablated and native DA-forming
age (green double-arrowheads). D and H are confocal sections showing the elongated
g both the blocked migration of the affected appendage (green double-arrowhead) and
gation of the affected appendage (white arrowhead). When the location of the ablation
green double-arrowheads). When the ablated cells (green solid-arrowhead) are located
e 20 μm.
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expect a minor effect from killing only a small percentage (~6%) of
the cells involved. If, however, the hinge cells are uniquely important
to the elongation of the DA, we would expect that ablation of a few
cells in this region could lead to a disproportionate defect in DA
elongation.
Figs. 2A–D and E–H show two such ablations (green solid-
arrowheads). While the labelingmethods preclude certain identiﬁcation
of roof vs. ﬂoor cells, the morphology and location of the cells suggests
that the ablationpictured in Fig. 2A contains at least oneﬂoor cell and that
pictured in Fig. 2E consists of three anterior roof cells. Both ablations
severely disrupted tube elongation (Figs. 2B–C,F–G) and resulted in DAs
far shorter than their normal length (green double-arrowheads). The
defects were clear when one compared the extent of elongation of the
untreated tubes (Figs. 2D,H; white arrowheads) with the elongation of
tubes bearing cells ablated at the hinge (Figs. 2C,G; green double-
arrowheads). The egg chambers pictured in Figs. 2I–J and K–L contain
larger patches of ablated cells (~8–12 cells), which were placed with the
aid of a br-GAL4 driver to mark the roof cells. The ablation pictured in
Fig. 2I contains the entire hinge region of roof cells and 2–4 ﬂoor cells
(green solid-arrowhead). As with the smaller ablations, this disruption
resulted in a failure to elongate the tube (Fig. 2J; green double-
arrowhead). The ablation pictured in Figs. 2K–L, however, contains only
cells from the posterior of the roof-cell region (region 3) and in this case
the remainder of the cells were able to re-organize to form an elongated
tube (Fig. 2L; white arrowhead). In total we examined 42 ablated egg
chambers, half using CY2-GAL4 alone and half with both GAL4 drivers. Of
these, 17 were located in Region 1 or 2 (ﬂoor or the leading row of roof),
15 of which produced defective DAs (15/17; 88%). 25 were located
in Region 3 (the trailing roof) of which 20 produced normally
elongating DAs (20/25; 80%). In conclusion, removal of even a few cells
from the hinge region caused a failure of tube elongation, consistent with
the hypothesis that these cells represent a specialized subregion of the
DA-forming epithelium.
This result could indicate that these cells play a function that
cannot be replaced by more posterior cells. It is possible, however,
that cell ablations sever adhesive structures already built within the
primordium, or leave debris that blocks the migration of other cells.
These unintended consequences might prevent surrounding cells
from compensating for the loss. To avoid these complicating factors,
we turned to a genetic approach, making mosaics for a gene required
for proper DA elongation.
TTK69 is required only in the anterior of the DA-forming region after
S10B
To evaluate the role of subsets of DA-forming cells, we chose to use
ttktwk, a female-sterile mutation that results in extremely shortened
DAs due to misshapen DA-forming cells (Boyle and Berg, 2009)
(Figs. 3A–B). While other alleles of ttk do alter cell fates, ttktwk does
not. Up until tube formation, ttktwk egg chambers resemble wild-type
morphologically, and the patterns of BR and JUN expression, which
are outputs of the spatial patterning of the follicle cells, are normal
(French et al., 2003). In fact, due to the nature of the allele, TTK69
expression is maintained during the patterning process and dis-
appears only at the beginning of morphogenesis. The reason for this
temporal control is that the ttktwk mutation is caused by a P-element
insertion just downstream of one of three start sites of the tramtrack
gene (Fig. 3C). The effect of this insertion is to prevent TTK69
expression after S10B (Boyle and Berg, 2009; French et al., 2003), but
earlier expression of TTK69 (and consequently earlier requirements
disrupted by other ttk alleles) remains intact.
The ttktwkmutation results in highly shortenedDAs, which appear as
small nubs of chorion. This malformation results from cell shape defects
in the DA-forming cells. While wild-type cells re-expand their apices
and shorten laterally after tube formation as they migrate anteriorly(Fig. 3A) to elongate the appendage, ttktwk mutant cells become highly
elongated and maintain apical constriction (Fig. 3B) (Boyle and Berg,
2009). Removal of TTK69 fromany columnar follicle cell in earlier stages
using the ttk1e11 allele, a lethal mutation that deletes a portion of the
TTK69-speciﬁc zinc-ﬁnger domain, results in cell shape, cell cycle, cell
migration, andpatterningdefects (Althauser et al., 2005;Boyle andBerg,
2009; Jordan et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2008;Wang et al., 2006). In contrast,
ttktwk prevents only late functions of TTK69, including the apical re-
expansion and lateral shortening of DA-roof cells necessary for the
elongation of the DA (Boyle and Berg, 2009).
We asked whether TTK69 is required equally in all DA-forming
follicle cells for these late events by making mosaics of ttktwk. Egg
chambers in which the entire follicular epithelium is homozygous for
ttktwk exhibit cell shape defects throughout the DA roof (Fig. 3B) (Boyle
and Berg, 2009). Unlike our previous observations with ttk1e11 (Boyle
and Berg, 2009), the position of ttktwk clones greatly affected the
resulting phenotype. Clones in the posterior of the roof, even large
clones comprising approximately 2/3 of the roof cells, resulted in DAs of
normal length (Figs. 3D–O) (1/20; 5% of such clones resulted in
defective DAs). When ttktwk clones included the anterior-most cells, the
DAs were drastically shorter than wild-type appendages (Figs. 3P–S;
green double-arrowhead) (20/21; 95% of such clones resulted in short
DAs). In contrast, generatinga large cloneofwild-type cells hadnoeffect
on DA morphology (Figs. 3T–W).
Therefore, DA elongation does not require TTK69 in all DA cells, but
only in approximately 4 to 6 leading cells. Based on the cell shape
phenotype of follicular epithelia entirely mutant for ttktwk (Boyle and
Berg, 2009) (Fig. 3B) and comparing the over-all DA lengths in those egg
chambers to that in egg chambers bearing ttktwk clones in the anterior of
the DA primordium, we can infer that TTK69 expression in leading cells
is necessary for the cell shape changes that drive DA elongation
throughout the primordium. This result is surprising as ttktwkmutants in
the anterior 1/3 of the primordiumaffect themigration of thewild-type
cells in the posterior 2/3 of the roof-cell population (while mutant cells
in the posterior 2/3 result in no such defects in either their own or their
neighbors' migration). How does TTK69 expression in those leading
cells bring about the anteriormigration of the trailing cells? Information
could be transmitted physically: that is TTK69 could regulate cytoskel-
etal or adhesive proteins that control the shape or behavior of the
anterior-most DA-forming cells; these structures then physically
coordinate the proper migration of the more posterior cells, which do
not themselves require TTK69. Similarly, TTK69 could be required for
themigration of only the anterior-most cells,which in turn could simply
pull the more posterior cells forward. Alternatively, TTK69 could be
required in the anterior to send a signal to more posterior cells,
instructing them in their proper behavior. Either way, as a transcription
factor, TTK69's molecular function is the regulation of transcription and
so the effect is ultimately indirect.
Evidence for the involvement of heterotrimeric G proteins in DA
morphogenesis
We sought to expand our knowledge of the genes involved in this
process using a dominant modiﬁer screen, which had the potential for
identifying genes both up- and downstreamof ttk69.We ﬁrst identiﬁed a
combination of alleles that produces a strong, but somewhat variable, DA
elongation defect (ttkex14b/ttk1e11) to sensitize the pathway to subtle
changes in the expression of interacting partners (Figs. 4A–B). Like ttktwk,
this allelic combination does not affect earlier processes in oogenesis.
Since the ttk69 locus is on the third chromosome, we screened the
second-chromosome, lethal P-element collection for mutations that
could dominantly suppress the short DA phenotype (Fig. 4C). See
Methods for details on the ttk alleles and screen. Of the 475 lines screened
we found 8 lines (Table 1) that suppressed the short DA phenotype (and
noenhancers, possiblydue to the strengthof theunmodiﬁedphenotype).
Each suppressor resulted in an increased frequency (greater than 2
Fig. 3. TTK69 is required for DA elongation only in the anterior of the tube. (A–B) Wild-type (A) and ttktwk mutant (B) DA-forming cell shapes as revealed by αSpectrin staining,
which primarily localizes to the lateral membranes. ttktwk cells become thin and elongated and remain apically constricted, resulting in the characteristic “twk” phenotype of short
DAs (Boyle and Berg, 2009). (C) A gene diagram depicting the exons of the ttk locus (ﬁlled boxes are coding regions, open boxes are non-coding). The ttk gene contains three
promoters that produce alternative ﬁrst exons, and two alternatively spliced ﬁnal exons containing distinct zinc-ﬁnger domains, of which only the TTK69 zinc ﬁnger is active in the
follicle cells during oogenesis (French et al., 2003). The twk allele results from a P-element insertion into one of the three alternative ﬁrst exons, 1a. After the start of S10B, only
transcripts containing this exon continue to be expressed, meaning that ttktwk is effectively a temporally selective allele, removing TTK69 expression starting during S10B (Boyle and
Berg, 2009; French et al., 2003). (D–W) Four examples of S13 egg chambers bearing MARCM clones homozygous for ttktwk (marked by GFP expression) differing by clone position
(D–S), and onewild-type clone (T–W). Anterior is to the left and DA-roof cells aremarked by nuclear BR expression (D, H, L, P, and T; blue in F, J, N, R, and V). G, K, O, S, andWdiagram
the shapes of the DA primordia at S13 that result from clones in these locations and indicate the orientation of the egg chamber pictured. (D–G) A dorsal view of an egg chamber
bearing two normally elongated DA tubes (white arrowheads). Many cells are mutant for ttktwk, including ﬂoor, centripetal, and stretch cells (cells green, but not blue, in F) as well as
about 1/3 of the roof of the right appendage (cyan cells in F). In spite of these ttktwkmutant cells, the appendages have elongated normally (diagrammed in G). (H–K) Another dorsal
view of an egg chamber bearing two normally elongated DA tubes (white arrowheads). The top appendage is composed of more than half ttktwk mutant cells while the bottom
appendage contains very fewmutant cells. Critically, the anterior-most DA-forming cells are wild type. The top appendage is ~3–4 μmshorter than the bottom appendage whichmay
result from the clone, but is likely within natural variation at this stage. (L–O) A lateral view of a normally extended DA tube (white arrowhead). About 2/3 of the BR cells forming the
roof of the tube are ttktwk mutants, but the elongation is unaffected. The dotted line outlines the patch of wild-type cells; note that this patch includes the leading roof cells at the tip
(white arrowhead). (P–S) A dorsolateral view of an egg chamber with one elongated (white arrowhead) and one short appendage (green double-arrowhead). The short appendage is
~66 μmshorter than thewild-typeone andcontains approximately the sameproportionofwild-type andmutant cells as theelongated tubepictured inL–N(~1/3of the cells arewild-type
and are outlined by the dotted line), but their location differs. While the wild-type cells in L–N (as well as in D–F and H–J) include the leading roof, the leading roof cells of the short
appendage pictured in P–R are ttktwkmutant (green double-arrowhead). (T–W)Unlike ttktwk, a largewild-type clone covering the entire appendage results in a normally elongated tube.
Scale bars are 20 μm.
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Fig. 4. Gγ1 is a Suppressor of the twk phenotype and results in shortened appendages. A and B demonstrate the range of DA phenotypes present in ttk1e11/ttkex14b transheterozygotes
used to screen for genetic modiﬁers of the ttktwk phenotype. C shows an example of lengthened DAs present when this background is combined with a dominant suppressor (in this
case l(2)k07502b). (D) DAs of unequal length generated by females bearing clones of Gγ1k08017. (E–F) A rare late stage egg chamber where the negatively marked clone of Gγ1k08017
can be visualized (absence of myc tag deﬁnes homozygous cells; F) resulting in a shortened DA (green double-arrowhead). (E) The jagged edge of the mutant DA is silhouetted
against the wild-type appendage that lies behind it. (F) Mutant cells are outlined in white. The green nuclei to the anterior of the small clone mark the anterior tip of the wild-type
appendage that bends into focus in E.
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each genetic background) of eggs with DAs extending beyond the end of
the egg. This approach allowed us to identify Gγ1k08017 as a suppressor of
the twk phenotype, providing the ﬁrst evidence that heterotrimeric
G proteins are involved in DA morphogenesis.
A single copy of Gγ1k08017 increased the frequency of egg chambers
bearing long DAs from 1.3% (+/− 1.1%) to 4.7% (+/− 0.05%), and a
single copy of a deﬁciency that removes the Gγ1 locus (Df(2R)H3E1)
increased that number to 9.9% (+/− 2.0%). Notably, precise excision
of the Gγ1k08017 P element reverted the lethality and generated alleles
that no longer suppressed the DA defects in ttkex14b/ttk1e11 (data not
shown). Furthermore, clones of Gγ1k08017 resulted in shortened DAs
(Figs. 4D–F), but large clones in late stage egg chambers were very
rare.
Heterotrimeric G proteins consist of the GTP/GDP-binding Ras-like
Gα subunit and the Gβγ heterodimer. When free of each other, both
Gα and Gβγ can signal to downstream targets, and apart from its own
signaling capability, Gβγ is critical for promoting binding of Gα to the
receptor, as well as for repressing its activation by forming the
inactive trimer (Clapham and Neer, 1997). The Drosophila genome
encodes two Gγ subunits, only one of which, Gγ1, is expressed outside
of the eye (Ray and Ganguly, 1992; Schulz et al., 1999). Thus, Gγ1 is
likely required for all heterotrimeric G-protein signaling in Drosophila
other than photo-transduction, whichmay explain the rarity of clones
in late stage egg chambers described above.
Since working with Gγ1 proved difﬁcult, we turned to other genes
in the pathway, beginning with the Gα subunit gene Gαi. Like Gγ1,
Gαi interacts with ttktwk. We crossed a null allele, GαiP8 into theTable 1
List of P elements that suppress the short DA “twk” phenotype in the ttkex14b/ttktwk backgrou
by each background with DAs extending past the end of the egg. Additionally we tes
Ggamma1k08017, l(2)s3475, l(2)k02520, of which all but grhs2140 and l(2)k07502b reproduce
Lethal P allele Neighboring gene(s) % longer
None = +/+; ttk1e11/ttkex14b N/A 1.3+/−
grhs2140 grainyhead 7.5+/−
l(2)k07502b tiggrin and CG9523 14.2+/−
l(2)k00302 beta'Cop and CG9302 5.5+/−
vegk07202 vegetable 7.8+/−
Ef1betak04810 Elongation factor 1 beta 5.3+/−
Gγ1k08017 Gγ1 4.7+/−
l(2)s3475 CG8479 and CG8485 4.7+/−
l(2)k02520 Epac and CG9436 few eggsttkex14b/ttk1e11 background that we had used in the interaction screen
and counted the number of egg chambers produced with DAs that
extended past the end of the egg as compared to the frequency in
unmodiﬁed ttkex14b/ttk1e11. Compared to 1.22% (n=667) of eggs in
the unmodiﬁed background, GαiP8/+; ttkex14b/ttk1e11 produced only
0.36% (n=784) of eggs with DAs that extended past the end of the
egg, indicating a mild, but signiﬁcant (p=0.011 in a two-tailed
Student's t-test) enhancement. The low numbers involved are due to
the severity of the originating phenotype, which makes modiﬁcation,
especially enhancement, difﬁcult as few egg chambers produce long
DAs to begin with. That Gαi enhances the twk phenotype while Gγ1
suppresses it is consistent with the molecular function of the Gβγ and
Gα subunits to repress each other.
While Gαi is initially expressed uniformly in the entire follicular
epithelium, by S12 (when the DA tubes begin to elongate), it becomes
restricted to the anterior of the egg chamber where it is expressed at a
high level (Figs. 5A–B). Over-expression of UAS-Gαi at high levels
throughout the columnar follicular epithelium under the expression of
the CY2-GAL4 driver (with UAS-GFP as a control) resulted in egg
chambers with signiﬁcantly shorter (275 μm vs 311 μm, p=3.6×10−9,
n=40 for each genotype) DAs that were also frequently malformed
(compare Figs. 5D to C). Scoring blind, UAS-Gαi resulted in defects
in 54.8% (n=520) of egg chambers vs. 11.8% (n=397) of egg
chambers expressingUAS-GFP, suggesting thatheterotrimericG-protein
signaling is required for DA formation. (The defects observed in UAS-
GFP-expressing egg chambers represent the natural frequency of mild
DA defects in the CY2-GAL4 strain background based on the same,
stringent, scoring criteria, and is not due to expression of UAS-GFP. Thend and the genes that neighbor the insertion. We show the frequency of eggs produced
ted against deﬁciencies uncovering the insertions grhs2140, l(2)k07502b, l(2)k00302,
d the suppression. We continued study of Gγ1 (bold) and related G proteins.
DA Deﬁciency Df interaction
1.1 (35 trials) N/A N/A
1.0 Df(2R)Pcl7B None (2.0% longer app.)
6.0 Df(2 L)E110 Df does not uncover lethality
or suppression
0.9 In(2 L)b82a1 10.5%
2.7 Df(2R)ED2751 Not tested
1.4 Df(2R)ED2751 Not tested
0.05 Df(2R)H3E1 9.9+/−2.0
1.0 Df(2R)BSC11 5.6%
laid Df(2R)42 13.8%
Fig. 5. Gαi is required for proper DA morphogenesis. (A–B) Expression of Gαi protein
during late oogenesis. Gαi is initially expressed throughout the follicular epithelium
through Stage 10 (A and data not shown) but then becomes elevated in the anterior and
reduced in the posterior late in oogenesis (B). (C) Normal DAs on an egg chamber
expressing UAS-GFP under the control of CY2-GAL4, which is expressed in all columnar
follicle cells. (D) CY2-GAL4-driven expression of UAS-Gαi results in variable short,
lumpy DAs. (E–H) The range of abnormal DA phenotypes produced in 22.9% of egg
chambers formed by rare surviving adult females homozygous for the Gαi null, GαiP8,
ranging from almost normal, but with lumpy tips (E), to short and lumpy (F), extremely
short (G), or broad and ﬂat (H). Scale bars are 20 μm.
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appearance of newdramatic defects and the increase in the frequency of
mild defects that are present, but rare, inwild-type backgrounds.) Over-
expression of Gαi might lead to these phenotypes either by increasing
signaling to its targets or by reducing signaling downstream of Gβγ
subunits (even if Gαi itself is not involved) by soaking up free Gβγ
(Clapham and Neer, 1997).
To determine whether signaling downstream of Gαi is required for
DA elongation, we examined egg chambers produced by females
homozygous forGαiP8, a null allele inwhich rarehomozygotes survive to
adulthood. Scoringblind, 22.9% (n=472)of the egg chambers produced
by these females had signiﬁcantly malformed DAs (Figs. 5E–H)
compared to 0.3% (n=383) from heterozygous siblings. Therefore
Gαi itself is required for DA formation, but the low penetrance and
expressivity of the null allele lead us to speculate that Gαi may work
redundantly together with other Gα subunits or that signaling
downstream of the Gβγ subunit is the critical factor. Therefore, we
returned to examination of the Gβγ subunit, this time generating
mosaics for a null allele of the Gβ subunit, Gβ13FΔ1–96A.
Gβ13F is required for proper DA elongation and roof-cell convergent
extension
Large clones of Gβ13FΔ1–96Α resulted in severely abnormal DAs
(Fig. 6). Tubes bearing large clones (Fig. 6C) failed to perform multiple
steps necessary for the production of normal DAs (see the following
section for quantiﬁcation of these phenotypes). Staining for BR (Fig. 6A)
revealed that the DA-roof cells were distributed inappropriately for a
S13 egg chamber. Rather than migrating over the nurse-cell region, the
BR cells stopped and formed a line along the nurse-cell/oocyte
boundary (Figs. 6A–I green double-arrowhead). Their distribution
generated a short, wide conﬁguration with ﬂat anterior and medialborders and a curved border connecting the cells along the posterolat-
eral side. Note that in Figs. 6A and C, the nuclei of the adjacentDA can be
seen at the top of the frame, migrating toward the anterior over the
nurse cells.
The shape of the roof-cell population resembles that of normal S10B
egg chambers prior to the onset of DA morphogenesis (Fig. 1B). Fig. 6D
shows the BR cells from Fig. 6A with an outline to emphasize the shape
of the population as a whole. The outlined BR-cell population of a wild-
type S10B egg chamber (Fig. 6E) is shaped similarly. By S13, however,
the comparable stage of the mutant shown in Figs. 6A and D, the wild-
type population has elongated toward the anterior and narrowed in a
mediolateral direction (Fig. 6F). We conclude that Gβ13F is required for
the convergent-extension movement in the roof-cell population that
produces this re-shaping. The DA lumen itself was similarly misshapen
in large Gβ13FΔ1–96Α clones. Staining follicle cell apices with antibodies
against E-cadherin revealed a wide, short lumen with a jagged, ﬂat
anterior surface that stopped just short of the oocyte/nurse-cell
boundary (Fig. 6B).
In addition, Gβ13FΔ1–96Α mutant roof cells not only stopped their
anterior migration at the nurse-cell/oocyte boundary (note that the
BR-expressing cells conform to the shape of the nurse cells, as if
physically pressed into them rather than ﬂowing over them), but they
actually dove centripetally between the nurse cells and oocyte. A
confocal re-slice through the lumen (dotted line in Fig. 6C) that
produces a lateral view revealed roof cells one or two cell lengths
down between the nurse cells and the oocyte (Fig. 6G, green double-
arrowhead). Therefore, Gβ13F is required for roof-cell convergent
extension, regulation of DA lumen width and tip shape, and for
anterior migration of DA cells over the nurse-cell region. In contrast, a
wild-type DA (Figs. 6J–O) is slender and long both in terms of the
over-all shape of the primordium (Fig. 6J) and the shape of the lumen
(Fig. 6K). A re-slice through the lumen (Figs. 6M–O) demonstrates
that wild-type roof cells migrate over and past the nurse-cell
boundary (marked by a green double-arrowhead).
Gβ13F is required speciﬁcally in the leading roof and ﬂoor cells for
distinct aspects of DA morphogenesis
As with ttktwk, when the clones of Gβ13FΔ1–96Α were located in the
trailing roof cells (Fig. 7C; region 3 in Fig. 1B), we observed no defects in
roof-cell convergent extension (Fig. 7A) or DA tube elongation (Fig. 7B)
(0/19; 0%of such clones exhibited defects). In contrast,wedid observe a
failure of roof-cell convergent extension (Fig. 7D) as well as a failure to
elongate the DA tube (Fig. 7E) when Gβ13FΔ1–96Α clones overlapped the
leading roof cells, region 2 in Fig. 1B (Fig. 7F; 18/22; 82% of such clones
resulted in short DAs). Thewild-type appendage at the top of the image
(Figs. 7D–F, white arrowhead) demonstrates the expected extent of DA
tube elongation at this stage, compared to that of the clone-bearing
appendage (green double-arrowhead). As with the large Gβ clones
(Fig. 6C), the mutant cells again lined up along and conformed to the
nurse-cell/oocyte boundary (GFP ﬁlling the cytoplasm of the mutant
cells in Fig. 7F shows the cells reaching up to and around, but not past,
the nurse cells). This arrest contrasts strikingly with the ttktwk
phenotype (which also results in constricted apices and short
appendages) because in ttktwk egg chambers, the basal cell surfaces
successfully migrate anteriorly over the nurse cells (Fig. 3B) (Boyle and
Berg, 2009).
Although convergent extension of the roof-cell population failed,
producing a wide, short distribution of BR-expressing nuclei (Fig. 7D),
the DA lumen itself was only short, not abnormally wide (Fig. 7E),
unless the clone also included ﬂoor cells (Figs. 7G–I; 15/21; 71% of
such clones resulted in wide DA lumens). Gβ13FΔ1–96Α mutant ﬂoor
cells (see the GFP ﬁlling the cell bodies of the non-BR-expressing ﬂoor
cells in Figs. 7G–I) migrated under the roof cells and appeared to seal
the ﬂoor to enclose the lumen, but such cells were disorganized. These
defects were readily apparent when one compared the shape of
Fig. 6. Gβ13F is required for DA elongation and roof-cell convergent extension. (A–C) A S13 egg chamber bearing a large clone mutant for the null allele of Gβ13F, Gβ13FΔ1–96A, which
results in short, wide, and misshapen appendages. Anterior is to the left and the green double-arrowhead indicates the tip of the DA tube. A part of the adjacent appendage is visible
at the top of the frame. (A) Nuclear BR staining labels the roof cells, which are distributed in an abnormally wide and short conﬁguration. (B) E-cadherin staining reveals the roof-cell
apices that line the short DA lumen, which has a ﬂat, jagged anterior face. (C) These phenotypes result from a large clone of Gβ13FΔ1–96A (marked by GFP expression) in the DA
primordium. (D–F) A comparison of the roof-cell distribution in the early-S13 Gβ13FΔ1–96Amutant DA primordium pictured in A (D) to the normal S10B roof-cell distribution (E) and
the normal roof-cell distribution at early S13 (F). Gβ13FΔ1–96A clones cause a failure in convergent extension, resulting in a roof-cell population distributed like that of a S10B DA
primordium: short and wide with ﬂat anterior and medial surfaces and a curved posterolateral surface. (G–I) A re-slice through the lumen in C along the dotted line. Rather than
migrating over the nurse cells as they normally would, the roof cells of this DA tube have become blocked at the nurse cells and even dive ventrally one or two cell-lengths with the
centripetal cells (green double-arrowhead). (J–L) A DA composed of wild-type cells at a similar stage (13) and orientation to the one shown in A–I. (M–O) A re-slice through the
lumen in L along the dotted line. Note that the roof cells migrate over the top of the nurse cells rather than stopping at the nurse-cell boundary (green double-arrowhead) and diving
down as occurs in the Gβ13FΔ1–96A clone pictured in I. Scale bars are 20 μm.
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E-cadherin staining, to the wild-type appendage at the top of the
frame. The normal cells forming the ﬂoor of the top appendage line up
in even rectangles while the mutant cells in the bottom appendage
vary in shape and orientation.
Because the ﬂoor cells form a single line directly adjacent to the
leading roof cells, clones affecting the ﬂoor cells often also overlapped
with the adjacent leading roof cells. Therefore, obtaining a moderately
sized clone consisting purely of ﬂoor cells is extremely unlikely. In
rare clones consisting of ﬂoor and one-to-three leading roof cells, we
observed mild versions of the leading-cell phenotypes discussed
above, commensurate with the small number of leading roof cells
lacking Gβ13F. In suchmosaics where some ﬂoor and only a few of the
leading-most roof cells were mutant, the DA tube elongated
somewhat and mutant cells did extend over the nurse cells to a
limited degree. Figs. 7J–L show a confocal projection at a different
depth through the same egg chamber pictured in Figs. 7G–I, revealing
that the roof of those DAs consists largely of wild-type cells. The GFP
ﬁlling a mutant leading roof cell shows it extending over one nurse-
cell length (Fig. 7L).
In summary, these data reveal a division of function between the
ﬂoor and roof cells and also demonstrate that the roof-cell population
consists of at least two functionally distinct sections: the leading and
trailing roof, with trailing cells unable to overtake and replace the
function of defective leaders. The leading roof cells play an active role in
the anterior migration of the tube, demonstrating deﬁnitively and for
the ﬁrst time that they are not simply passive passengers carried
forward by the ﬂoor. Conversely, while convergent extension of roof
cells is tightly linked to the lengthening of the appendage, neither the
leading nor the trailing roof cells control the width of the actual lumen.
When the ﬂoor cells lack Gβ13F, lumen shape becomes disorganizedand wide. When the clone of Gβ13F is located in the leading roof, the
population of roof-cell nuclei is distributed too widely, but the lumen
formed by their apices is of normal width, indicating that it is the ﬂoor
cells that control lumen width.
Discussion
Using two different approaches, laser cell-ablation and genetic
mosaic analysis, we present the strongest evidence to date that cells
from distinct regions of the DA primordium are responsible for speciﬁc
shape changes affecting the entire structure. Cells from the anterior 1/3
of the DA-forming region are responsible for elongation of the whole
tubewhile the remaining cells are dispensable. Leading roof cells control
convergent extension of the whole population, and ﬂoor cells control
the lateral width of the lumen. Thus, we show that the DA-forming
epithelium is more ﬁnely stratiﬁed than previously appreciated, both in
terms of the roles that cells play in morphogenesis and the genes that
they require to perform those roles. In doing so, we demonstrate for the
ﬁrst time that heterotrimeric G-protein signaling is required for DA
morphogenesis. A subset of the roof cells, deﬁned here as the leading
roof, requires TTK69 and Gβ13F for DA elongation, yet those genes are
not required in trailing roof cells. These results suggest that the leading
roof cells, rather than the roof population as awhole, are responsible for
driving DA elongation. Similarly, the different DA shapes that result
when removing Gβ13F from the ﬂoor cells versus the roof suggest that
the ﬂoor, and not the roof, controls lumen width.
Laser ablation of the leading DA-forming cells severely disrupted
tube elongation. Although dying cells could physically block more
posterior cells, similar phenotypes occurred when disrupting leading
cells by generating loss-of-function clones. Mosaic analysis also has
potential drawbacks, including removal of gene function at earlier
Fig. 7. Gβ13F is required for distinct aspects of DA formation in the leading roof and ﬂoor cells, but is dispensable from the trailing roof cells. Three examples of moderately sized
Gβ13FΔ1–96Α clones at early S13 differing in clone position, each viewed from a dorsal or dorsolateral perspective. Anterior is to the left. (A–C) Normally shaped and elongated DA
primordia (white arrowheads). BR (A) and E-cadherin (B) staining show none of the Gβ13FΔ1–96Α defects seen in Fig. 6, in spite of a clone in the lower DA primordium occupying N1/
3 of the trailing roof-cell population (region 3 from Fig. 1B) (C). (D–F) An extremely short DA lumen (green double-arrowhead), as compared to the length of the normal DA
primordium at the top of the panel (white arrowhead). BR staining shows roof cells (D) that have failed to converge and extend yet E-cadherin staining (E) reveals a slim lumen of
normal width. These phenotypes result from a Gβ13FΔ1–96Α clone almost entirely in the leading roof (region 2). (G–L) Confocal projections emphasizing different depths of a single
egg chamber. (G–I) A confocal projection through the ﬂoor of two DA lumens. The lower one contains a Gβ13FΔ1–96Α clone through most of the ﬂoor (G, I). Loss of Gβ13F results in a
disorganized ﬂoor (G, H). Compare the orderly arrangement of the ﬂoor cells in the top lumen to those of the bottom lumen (H). In addition, the lumen is abnormally wide in the
middle, although it comes back inward to a point at the anterior. A projection through the roof of DA lumens from the same egg chamber (J–L) shows that only 2 or 3 roof cells are
included in the clone, at least one of which is a leading roof cell (which may explain why this lumen has a mild elongation defect). The widening is also visible in the roof (K), even
though few roof cells are included in the clone (L). The narrowing back to a point may result from successful convergent extension of the roof cells. BR staining in the roof cells
(J) shows an abnormally wide distribution at the posterior of the population, but the anterior of the roof is curved and comes to a point, unlike the roof-cell populations that bear
large leading roof-cell clones. Scale bars are 20 μm.
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ttktwk). Large clones are generated earlier in development, however, and
such clones did not produce an effect unless speciﬁc cells were targeted,
those same cells that exhibited a disproportionate effect upon laser
ablation. Thus, these twodistinct but complementary approaches reveal
the importance of spatial position during DA morphogenesis.
Clonal analysis of ttktwk demonstrated that TTK69 is required during
tube elongation, S12–S13, only in the anterior of the DA-forming region.
This ﬁnding is particularly surprising for two reasons. One, earlier inoogenesis, at S10, TTK69 is required in all columnar follicle cells to
pattern the epithelium; loss of function at that time produces cell shape
changes in any cell that ismutated. Two,morphological analysis of ttktwk
cells revealed highly elongated yet apically constricted cell shapes
throughout the DA-roof population (Boyle and Berg, 2009). So how
could removal of TTK69 (or Gβ13F) from the leading cells disrupt cell
behaviors in otherDAregionswhere thesegenes are still expressed?We
consider two primary hypotheses: TTK69, G proteins, or any such factor
could be required speciﬁcally in those leading cells to relay a signal to
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shape and producing a correctly shapedDA. An alternative hypothesis is
that these factors are required only to shape the leading roof and/or
ﬂoor cells, which then pull or otherwise physically constrain the
remainder of the cells into proper shape.
Since the leading roof and ﬂoor cells outline the DA, moving them
into proper position may be sufﬁcient to shape the appendage if the
remaining cells simply ﬁll in the space in a lowest-energy fashion. It is
also possible that TTK69 and Gβ13F act in all DA cells, but in away that
is only relevant to the leading roof and ﬂoor cells due to geographical
constraints. For example, TTK69 and Gβ13F could regulate expression
or activity of a heterophilic cell–cell adhesion molecule responsible
for adhesion between roof cells and another cell type. If the function of
this hypothetical adhesion protein were to diminish in some cells, it
would notmatter as long as those cells never come in contact with the
cells expressing the protein's ligand. As the trailing roof cells contact
only other roof cells along lateral surfaces (contacting the DA lumen at
apical surfaces and extracellular matrix at basal surfaces), all would be
well as long as proper function occurred in the leading roof that does
contact other cell types.
What role do G proteins play in DA morphogenesis and what
molecularmechanisms underlie their genetic interactionwith TTK69?
The failure of Gβ13FΔ1–96Α mutant cells to cross the nurse-cell/oocyte
boundary is suggestive. G-protein-coupled receptor signaling could be
required in the DA-forming cells to receive a signal sent from the
stretch—or possibly some other anterior—cells, a signal that attracts or
orients them (Tran and Berg, 2003). Alternatively, the failure in
convergent extension when Gβ13F is removed from the roof cells
indicates that G proteins might be required to establish planar cell
polarity (Katanaev et al., 2005) at the boundary between roof and
ﬂoor cells. This planar polarity could be required in turn not only for
convergent extension of the roof, but also to orient the direction of
roof-cell migration. Similar defects in the planar orientation of the
ﬂoor cells could explain their disorganization and the consequent
widening of the lumen.
That Gγ1 is a suppressor of the ttktwk phenotype suggests that
TTK69 and heterotrimeric G-protein signaling downstream of the Gβγ
subunit may be opposed in function, but the various G-protein
mutants we observed did not result in longer DAs, but in shorter ones.
This result need not be inconsistent from a molecular perspective,
however. In order for DA-forming cells to migrate toward the anterior
of the egg chamber—and in particular to cross over the nurse-cell/
oocyte boundary—they will require both the assembly and disassem-
bly of adhesion complexes with their substrate, the stretch cells (Tran
and Berg, 2003). If TTK69 and Gβ13F affect this expression in opposite
directions, it would explain their opposition from a molecular
perspective while still being required in the leading cells for anterior
elongation of the DA tube.
This hypothesis also explains the ttktwk and Gβ13F phenotypes.
ttktwk results in highly elongated DA-roof cells stretched out along the
path of their migration (Boyle and Berg, 2009), consistent with an
inability to disassemble adhesion complexes with the substrate along
their migration path. By contrast, Gβ13FΔ1–96Α mutant cells reach up
to, but do not cross over, the stretch-cell-covered nurse cells,
consistent with an inability to form such contacts.
This study reveals that the boundaries of subpopulations are
especially likely to behave in special ways due to their unique access
to adjacent cell types. Parallels in other systems lead us to suggest that
this result is likely to be broadly applicable beyond DA morphogen-
esis. For instance, during Drosophila tracheal morphogenesis, a small
number of cells at the tip of the branch directs the convergence of the
cells that follow them (Caussinus et al., 2008). Similarly, during
wound healing, cells along the leading edges form an actin purse-
string and extend ﬁlopodia toward each other to facilitate the rapid
closure of the gap (Wood et al., 2002). Like the leading roof cells, these
cells at the edges are not fundamentally different from the cells thatfollow behind (both leading and trailing cells being, ultimately, a part
of the wounded structure), yet their location causes them to perform
an important function upon which all the cells behind them depend.
In conclusion, we have increased the resolution with which we
understand the process of DA morphogenesis, jointly in terms of the
spatial organization of the cells that form the DA tubes, in terms of the
functions of subpopulations in driving DAmorphogenesis, and in terms
of identifying new pathways that regulate tube elongation. Such a
reductionist approach has proven highly valuable when studying other
systems, such as gastrulation, where the development of our modern
understanding was dependent on breaking the complex movements
into speciﬁc components such as convergent extension and spreading.
Using the simpler system of DA morphogenesis, we can examine these
intricate processes at a higher level of detail, thereby providing a model
system that allows us to understandmorphogenesis from its most basic
molecular components to the overarching macroscopic events.Acknowledgments
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